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Abstract. The minority carrier lifetime is a crucial material parameter in silicon (Si) wafers for use in solar cell
applications, and precise measurements of carrier lifetime as a function of the excess carrier concentration (injection
level) is of high importance. In this paper we present a method for extracting injection-dependent lifetime data with high
spatial resolution, without the need for advanced time-resolved camera detection systems. This enables investigations of
single grains, grain boundaries and structural defects in wafers with spatially non-uniform lifetime, such as high
performance multicrystalline Si wafers. The local injection dependent lifetime curves are constructed from a series of
photoluminescence images acquired using different steady state generation rates, carefully calibrated by a secondary
quasi-steady state photoconductance measurement at a fixed light intensity. The local lifetime has been analyzed by
linear parameterization of the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination model and solved for all combinations of defect
parameters describing the observed recombination behavior. The recombination parameters found to dominate at high
injection corresponds well with published recombination parameters due to Cri.

INTRODUCTION
Injection-level dependent measurements of the effective carrier lifetime are necessary in order to predict and
analyse solar cell performance at the excess carrier concentration obtained under the conditions in which the solar
cell operates. Furthermore, injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy (IDLS) is a powerful technique for
investigation of Shockley Read Hall (SRH) defect recombination parameters, and can in many cases be used for
identification of detrimental impurities 1-6. The rate of SRH recombination depends on the product of the defect
concentration (Nt) and the capture FURVVVHFWLRQVIRUHDFKFDUULHUW\SH ın,p). Lifetime spectroscopy methods show a
high sensitivity to all electrically active defects, even if their concentration lies below the detection limit of direct
concentration measurements, such as deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS)3.
In recent years, there has been a shift towards growth of multi-crystalline silicon (mc-Si), so-called high
performance multi-crystalline silicon (HPMC-Si), in the photovoltaic industry. HPMC-Si offers increased control of
the grain size and grain orientation reducing dislocation growth, thus reducing overall recombination losses and
ultimately increasing the performance of the final cells 7,8. As a result of modified casting processes, grain sizes are
smaller in HPMC-Si relative to conventional mc-Si 9,10. In conventional mc-Si, the overall lifetime has long been
known to increase after phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG) due to removal of metallic impurities11-13. However,
in HPMC-Si the average lifetime has been shown to decrease in the middle section of the block after PDG14,15. This
is a combined effect of lower initial impurity concentration in current industrial casts, and the increased density of
grain boundaries (GBs) in HPMC Si material.
The quasi-steady state photoconductance (QSSPC) method is a well-established technique for performing IDLS
measurements 16,17. However the applicability to non-uniform mc-Si and HPMC Si is limited by the diameter of the
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QSSPC coil. With a standard QSSPC measurement it is not possible to perform quantitative and spatially resolved
analysis of the effect of PDG on bulk grains and on GBs.
Photoluminescence (PL) imaging is a fast and powerful technique for studying the carrier lifetime in Si wafers
and cells with high spatial resolution 18. The small grain size in industrial HPMC-Si wafers requires high resolution
analysis methods in order to understand local material properties. In this work we have combined PL-imaging with
QSSPC measurements of the lifetime in order to extract IDLS data from an area of just a few μm. Moreover, the
resulting lifetime maps were corrected for lateral diffusion of carriers toward highly recombination active GBs. This
enables IDLS analysis of specific grains, GBs or crystal defects in mc-Si and HPMC Si. The lifetime data for
selected regions of interest were analysed based on linear parameterization4 of the lifetime finding the defect
parameter solution surfaces (DPSS) for two locally dominating defect centres.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
In this work, we illustrate local analysis of recombination properties by performing spatially resolved lifetime
spectroscopy on HPMC-Si wafers cut from approximately 50% of the height of an ingot. Neighbouring wafers were
processed to three different stages of the solar cell process. One was left ungettered, another subjected to PDG and a
third subjected to both PDG and a subseququent hydrogen passivation of the GBs (PDG and fired). The hydrogen
passivation was achieved in a simulated contact firing process with a peak temperature close to 800 oC with a
hydrogen rich SiNx anti reflection coating (ARC)/passivation layer present. Before lifetime measurements, the ARC
were removed and the emitter etched back before the surfaces were passivated with 40 nm a-Si:H layers on both
sides, processed by plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD). To make sure that the chemical state of
any defects was stable during imaging, the samples were illuminated to stabilize light-induced degradation (LID)
and to split all FeB pairs before PL-images were acquried. PL images were aquired with a LIS-R1 from BT imaging
using a high magnification lens imaging a 2 x 2 cm2 area with a resulution of 20 μm/pixel. A 1050 nm short pass
filter was in place during the measurements. For the local analysis, the PL signal was averaged over a radius of 200
μm (10 pixels).
The PL signal emitted (ܫ ) LVGLUHFWO\UHODWHGWRWKHH[FHVVFDUULHUGHQVLW\ ¨Q E\19;
ܫ, =

ܰ(ݐܤ + ο݊)ο݊
= ܰ(ݐܥ + ο݊)ο݊
ܣ

a)
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b)

FIGURE 1. a) Calibration constant as a function of generation rate. Ungettered (red triangles, after PDG (blue dots) and after
PDG and fired (green squares). The lines are a guide to the eye. b) Effective lifetime vs. excess carrier concentration after three
different stages of solar cell processing. The filled symbols are from PL-images, whereas open symbols + lines are from QSSPC
measurements.

Where NA LVWKHGRSLQJFRQFHQWUDWLRQDQG¨QLVWKHH[FHVVFDUULHUFRQFHQWUDWLRQ The calibration factor Ai is system
specific. Since the radiative recombination coefficient (B) is also constant for moderate injection levels 19, B/Ai can
be grouped as one calibration constant (C) which applies to all samples with the same thickness and optical
properties independent of excess carrier concentration. t is the integration time for the PL signal over which the
image is acquired20.
Fig. 1a shows the calculated calibration constant at increasing photon flux, based on the value of IPL from the
areas of the HPMC-Si wafer that covers the inductive coil. The calibration constant calculated for the ungettered and
the PDG and fired samples is as expected independent of the injection level. The mean calibration constant for these
two samples deviates by 4%, which is acceptable. However, the calibration constant shows strong injection
dependence in the case of the PDG wafer. All three samples are from neighboring positions in a block with equal
doping and optical properties after etching. One reason for the strong injection dependence at low injection observed
for the PDG sample is the artificially high lifetime measured in the reference QSSPC measurement caused by
trapping, as described above 21-23. Such trapping effects are negligible in PL-signals for the typical resistivity and
defect density in mc-Si material for solar cells, thus causing a mismatch in low injection between the two measured
values 23. Another reason for the injection dependence of the calibration constant for the PDG sample is the
observed activation of strong recombination at and in the vicinity of GB’s, which results in large lifetime variations
above the calibration coil. This causes a non-OLQHDUFRQWULEXWLRQIURPODWHUDOO\YDU\LQJ¨QWRWKHYROWDJHLQGXFHGLQ
the coil, an effect which influences the measurements at all injection levels.
For each pixel, or set of pixels over which signals are averaged, it is then possible to construct the injection level
dependent lifetime curve without influence of trapping. As shown in Fig. 1b this method gives a good
correspondence with the QSSPC measurements for the two samples which are not influenced by trapping, thus
providing a verification of the method.
As the PL signal is not affected by trapping in the same manner as QSSPC, data unaffected by trapping can be
extracted also for samples otherwise dominated by trapping artefacts at low injection, which typically is seen for
samples with large in-homogeneities and highly recombination active grain boundaries. Fig. 1 shows injection
dependent lifetime measured by QSSPC, compared with data from a series of PL-images averaged over signal the
signal from the area covered by the coil. For the sample subjected to PDG, the QSSPC measurement was affected by
trapping. However, after the above-mentioned correction, the data from the PL-images show no such effects and can
be used for further analysis of the recombination centers.
An obvious advantage of this method is that extraction of the injection dependent lifetime is not restricted to the
region above the coil. After correct calibration the local injection dependence can be evaluated separately, thus
enabling injection dependent lifetime measurements with high spatial resolution. Calibration of the PL signal to the
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carrier lifetime may also be done in a purely optical manner using a finely time-resolved detection system 24 , and
similar measurements has previously been published ustilizing time-resolved camera detection systems25,26.
However most experimental setups operate in steady state and QSSPC calibration of steady state images greatly
simplifies the measurement system16.

DATA ANALYSIS
Local analysis of a small grain was performed on a wafer after PDG. The excess carrier profile was measured
across a grain perpendicular to a highly recombination active GB. A PL-image of the sample and the position of the
measured carrier profile is indicated in Fig 2a. Fig 2b shows the carrier profile perpendicular to a recombination
active GB, together with the simulated diffusion profile and the corresponding fitted recombination profile. PLimages were acquired at different generation rates and the bulk lifetime in the grain was found from a fit between
the diffusion equation, Eq (2) , and the measured carrier profiles27.
݊
(2)
=  ܩ+ ܦଶ ݊
߬ோ
Where n is the carrier concentration, ĲR the recombination profile and G the generation rate.
From Fig 2b it can be seen that the peak lifetime from the PL-image underestimates the intra-grain lifetime in a
small grain by approximately 10% in this specific case. As the generation rate increases, the diffusion of carriers
toward the GB increases and the deviation between measured and actual lifetime increases. Fig. 2c shows the
measured (blue circles) injection-dependent lifetime in a grain small grain together with the lifetime corrected for
diffusion (red squares) of carriers perpendicular to a highly recombination active GB. For very small grains
simultaneously affected by multiple GBs, this diffusion correction should be extended to a 2D simulation.

b)

a)

c)

FIGURE 2. a) PL-image of 2x2 cm area, the line indicates where the carrier profile has been measured b) grey - measured steady
state carrier profile, blue - carrier profile used for simulations of recombination profile and black - the fitted recombination
profile. c) Injection dependent lifetime curve, blue circles – from raw data and red squares – simulated bulk lifetime. The solid
red line corresponds to two defect fit of the lifetime according to the solution in Fig. 3.

After calculating the de-smeared bulk lifetime removing the contribution from carrier diffusion, the SRH
recombination was calculated from the effective lifetime by correcting for intrinsic recombination, Eq. 3 28. From
ĲSRH two dominating recombination centers were separated by linear parameterization of SRH recombination
according to Murphy4 described by Eq 4:
1
߬

െ

1
߬௧

ɒ ୗୖୌ (X, T) = ߬ ቀ1 +

=

1
߬ௌோு,ଵ

భ
బ

+

భ
బ

+

1

(3)
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୪୧୫ ՜ଵ

,
where X is the ratio between electron and hole concentration and k is the ratio between the capture cross section for
holes and electrons.
The lifetime due to each of the two defects is shown as the dotted blue and dashed green lines in Fig. 3a. The
solid black line is the fitted effective lifetime i.e. the inverse sum of the two linear defects. The defect parameter
solution surfaces3 (DPSS) were calculated from Eq. 5-7, where ȟ is a defect parameter describing the injection
dependence for the defect, independent of defect concentration. The DPSSs in Fig 3b, shows all combinations of k at
energy level (Et), which describes the two linear parameterizations (blue and green curves) in Fig 3a. The points
indicated in Fig. 3b corresponds to recombination parameters for known defect centers reported in the literature;
however for some of the recombination centers the reported literature values have a large scatter. The selected
literature values are given in Table 1.

b)

a)

FIGURE 3. a) Linear parameterization of the lifetime before gettering showing a two defect fit. b) DPSS for two dominating
recombination centers corresponding to the parameterization in a).
TABLE 1. Literature values for SRH recombination parameters.

Defect
Fei
CID
CID
BOd
BOa
FeB

Et-Ev
0.39
0.24
0.77
0.784
0.24
0.8634

k
51
56
49
18
0.017
0.45

Ref

Defect
Ti++
Cri
CrB
CuII
PtII

29
31
31
33
33

Et-Ev
0.26
0.88
0.27
0.62
0.89

k
464
3.2
5.8
16
1.12

Ref
30
32
32
34
35

36

The DPSSs describes two deep defects, where the defect dominating the lifetime at high injection can be well
described by recombination due to interstitial Cri. The approach describes an accurate methodology for calibrating
lifetime images and how to obtain local injection dependent lifetime data for identification of locally dominating
recombination centers. By increasing the number of measurement points in high injection the robustness of the
defect identification could have been improved further.
Due to diffusion of carriers from regions with high lifetime to low lifetime areas, the signal from highly
recombination active grain boundaries in steady state PL-images underestimates the recombination activity. A
realistic lifetime at the grain boundary was found by fitting the steady state minority carrier profile perpendicular to
the GB with equations for transport of carriers37.
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FIGURE 4. Lifetime measured at GB in steady state PL-image (blue circles) and – lifetime corrected for transport of carriers
according to simulated recombination profile (red squares).

The measured and simulated lifetime at the GB is shown in Fig. 4, the simulated effective lifetime data show a
limited injection range between 1e12 and 5e13 cm-3 as a result of the low effective lifetime. The magnitude of this
simulated lifetime at the GB depends on the defined width of the recombination profile. From images of samples
limited by surface recombination velocity with short diffusion length a width of 100μm was found to be
reasonable14.
Due to the limited injection range below 5e13 it was not possible to identify the SRH recombination centers
exactly at the strongly recombination active grain boundary.

CONCLUSION
A methodology combining local injection dependent lifetime imaging with linear parameterization of the SRH
recombination parameters in order to better understand and quantify spatially varying recombination in
inhomogenous mc-Si material has been demonstrated. The method for spatially resolved DPSS shows a large
potential. Potential SRH defects corresponding to the recombination in the material has been identified in the larger
grains using DPSS. However, in order to improve the robustness of the method and the applicability to analysis of
recombination at the different grain boundaries the injection range of the photoluminescence imaging has to be
extended. The intra-grain lifetime was corrected to remove the influence of strong recombination in the surrounding
grain boundaries, this is especially important for small grains.
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